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Preface

Mis-selling of products has been a serious issue in Indian financial
system in the recent past and that has led to fundamental flaws in
the customer protection architecture and has created large welfare
losses for customers. Mis-selling broadly means unfair or
fraudulent practices in soliciting or selling policies not sought by
a customer or when a customer feels the policy sold to him is
different from what was promised.

Mis-selling can be defined as the ethically questionable practice
of a sales person misrepresenting or misleading a buyer or a
customer about the characteristics of a product or service.
Although mis-selling has been prevalent in the system across
various sectors, it has been making headlines of late due to its
increased volume in the banking sector.

Banks in recent years have started selling third party products
(TPP). Products of other entities that are sold by banks in their
capacity as distributors are known as third party products. In the
banking sector, mis-selling could include the sales person not
disclosing certain facts about a financial product which could
change the judgment of the customer. In an effort to make a sale
to a potential customer, a salesperson could leave out certain
information or describe a financial product as something the
customer urgently needs without properly assessing the capacity
of the customer, even though sound financial judgment would
come to the opposite conclusion.
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In the last few years, banks have been competing amongst them
for the sale of all types of products such as insurance, mutual
funds etc. Incentive schemes for staff are introduced for selling
third party products. Bank staff, who does not have the complete
information about the products and understand the risks associated
with these products, are asked to market these products. Targets
are given to each of the bank staff and then aggressive follow up is
done to check the progress in sale of such products and in order
to meet the targets, staff gives mis-information about the products
to the customer. Banks� relationship managers have been
particularly brazen in recommending financial products to their
customers while completely disregarding their financial situation.

Sometimes mis-selling occurs because the seller doesn�t have
enough knowledge of the products. Looking after the customer in
the right way and hitting sales targets seem to be diametrically
opposed to one another. Not only is it the responsibility of the
seller not to mis-sell, but the vast majority of buyers do not and
won�t ever have sufficient knowledge and understanding to defend
themselves against unscrupulous financial advisers and institutions.
Awareness is crucial if the consumer is to receive a product that
truly meets his or her unique requirements.

With the objective to promote appropriate eco-system for
consumers to make right choice in their financial planning and to
discourage incentive inspired miss selling by front desk bank staff/
financial agents, CUTS in partnership with Consumers
International (CI) and financial assistance from Which?, UK
implemented the project �Right to Choice of Consumers of
Financial Services, with a special focus on the issue of mis-selling
and financial incentives in Indian Banks. By evidence based
advocacy CUTS tried to build momentum for practice and policy
change, so that consumers could make right choice in their
financial planning based on right advice than the distorted financial
advice based on commission/incentive.
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This initiative intends to create an enabling environment through
a better and effective financial system, where consumers have
right to make informed choice while selecting financial products
without extraneous impact of sale incentives.

Under the project, CUTS conducted survey in five major cities of
India viz., Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennai and Jaipur to collect
100 experiences of financial consumers as well as bank officials
from each city. The finding of the survey was presented in a
�Dissemination cum Advocacy Meeting� which was attended by
all the stakeholder representatives including the representative of
the Banking regulator (RBI).

Various findings of the study support the existence of mis-selling
in Indian Banks. In addition, the annual report of Banking
Ombudsman 2013-14, released by RBI on Feb. 12, 2015
complaints pertaining to failure to meet commitment and non-
observance of fair practices code constituted largest category of
complaints (26.6 percent of total complaints received). This is
further supporting the fact that unfair practices are used in selling
products by bankers.

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) �Charter on Customer rights� is one
of the latest tool available with the customers. The RBI charter of
customer rights, describe five rights of customers, such as Right
to Fair Treatment, Right to Transparency, Fair and Honest
Dealing, Right to Suitability, Right to Privacy, Right to Grievance
Redress and Compensation. As per the Right to Suitability, the
onus of providing suitable product for the consumer lies on the
provider of financial services. Proper enforcement of this right, is
expected to address the issue of mis-selling in Indian Banks.

This publication is to present the findings of the survey and the
strategy to advocate with key policy makers address the issue.
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Key Messages for Policymakers

(A Research Study was conducted across five major cities in India
covering the banking frontline personnel and the consumers of
financial services. The research study findings were presented in
National-level Dissemination cumAdvocacyMeeting on the Issue
of Sales Incentives and Mis-selling of Financial Products affecting
Consumers� Rights. Following are the key messages to the
policymakers/ other relevant stakeholders which are based
primarily on the research findings and subsequent deliberations
held with the concerned stakeholders present in the National
Dissemination cum Advocacy Meeting)

� It is well recognised that RBI Charter on Consumer Rights is a
forward looking step. However, a roadmap for the
implementation of the same is yet to be formulated. The Charter
needs to be enforced strictly. In the charter, under Right to
Suitability, it has been recognised for the first time that the
onus of providing suitable product lies on the provider of the
financial services

� It has been found in the research, that there is wide-spread
illiteracy concerning financial matters. Hence, a mass
awareness campaign for financial literacy among consumers
of financial services is highly required. It can be done parallel
to the financial inclusion drive conducted through the flagship
schemes of the government, such as Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan
Yojana (PMJDY)

� There is a lack of awareness on the grievance redressal
mechanisms as 56 percent respondents interviewed were found
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unaware of existence of such mechanisms. Awareness on
grievance redressal system within the banks and with
Ombudsman should be publicised widely

� Terms and conditions written in the present formats are hard
to see, read and understand. These should be made short,
precise and simple to understand. A uniform format containing
summary of terms and conditions (one pager) in readable font
size may be developed so that consumers can understand and
scrutinise legal papers/documents provided by banks before
signing the same

� Non-disclosure practices need to be avoided as 27 percent
consumers in the study felt that they were not provided with
the required information and 62 percent reported that
information provided was differed from the actual rules and
terms and conditions

� RBI Charter on Customer Rights, Banking Codes and Standards
Board of India (BCSBI) Code of Bank�s Commitment to
Customers, other relevant information and terms along with
information about grievance redressal mechanism need to be
displayed at appropriate places in banks and circulated and
disseminated through other means

� The entire system of providing sales incentives to bankers need
to be re-looked at as 72 percent consumer respondents have
the perception that suggestions by Bank Staff are not in good
faith but based on the sales incentives the bank staff receives
for selling the products. Bankers should be able to distinguish
between commission and incentive

� The grievances against the banking services should be allowed
to be entertained directly by Ombudsman without enrooting
them through concerned banks. Additionally, since issues are
related to consumers, the same should also be allowed to be
dealt by recognised organisations working for consumer
protection. It is needed as in the present system complaints are
discouraged which could be a reason for 55 percent aggrieved
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consumers, those who are aware about the grievance redressal
mechanism, have not made any complaints

� Banks should not be allowed to sell third party products instead
asked to focus more on core banking business. In this regard,
harmonisation of numerous existing laws leaving space for mis-
selling is also required. Regulation is required more in case of
private banks as they have been found in a better position to
influence customer choice

� Banking is synonymous to trust. Banks should be more
transparent while selling products and take ownership and
accountability for better consumer satisfaction as consumers
to an extent are dependent on suggestions from bankers. 47
percent consumers in the study were found influenced by
suggestions given by bank staff in selecting products

� Stress should be on �Seller�s Beware� principle by preparing
the consumers by way of empowering them rather than to
protect directly from any mal-practices whatsoever

� It is found that frontline banking personnel are under the
pressure of achieving targets which are set out by their superiors
in accordance with the bank policy. 85 percent of banker
respondents accepted having specific sales target for them.
Hence, in the case of lapses, the board of the bank/decision
makers should be held liable and not the front line staff
implementing policies

� Bankers should take up extensive exercise of comparison of
products by inculcating the suitability and appropriateness for
consumers before the products are sold. These comparisons
shouldmore often be done in case of popular financial products
like fixed deposits, life insurance, mutual funds etc.

� It is a fact even accepted by the bankers that the focus is on
sales and not marketing as 42 percent of them accepted putting
more efforts for the products having more incentives. Bankers
should focus on marketing and have customer in mind and not
the product as having product in mind often results into mis-
selling.
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� As in the famous Lucknow Development Authority vs M K
Gupta�s case, erring bank should be made to pay penal
compensations to the cheated consumers; in turn to prevent
fraud/miscommunication on the part of the sales staff the bank
should be allowed to recover the cost from the responsible
official of the bank

� E-commerce is an emerging concept with a considerable and
growing presence even in the financial sector. Mis-selling
through on-line selling/E-commerce is also prevailing and
increasing day by day. It needs to be addressed at equal
proportion.
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S. No. Findings

Consumer�s Responses

1 47 percent*consumer respondents are influenced by
suggestions of bank staff in selecting products

2 HDFC (64percent) followed by ICICI (62 percent) and
Axis Bank (59 percent) are in a better position to influence
the choice of consumers in comparison to public sector
banks

3 Women consumers are more influenced (49 percent) by
suggestions although male consumers are not far behind
(46 percent)

4 27 percent consumers feet that they were not provided with
the required information

5 62 percent reported that information provided differs from
the actual rules and terms and conditions

6 48 percent consumer respondents stated that terms and
conditions were changed afterwards although 17 percent
were aware that the same was changed in accordance with
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) guidelines

7 72 percent respondents have the perception that
suggestions by Bank Staff are not in good faith but based
on the sales incentives the bank staff receives for selling
products

8 Less than half of consumers interviewed (46 percent) were
aware that Bank Staff was provided with incentives on
sale of financial products/services



9 45 percent respondents accepted making complaints,
although 55 percent did not make any such move

10 56 percent respondents interviewed were found unaware of
existence of grievance redressal systems

11 64 percent consumer respondents were unaware of the
fact that commission was not allowed to banks staff and
agents

12 67 percent consumers feet that provision of incentives led
to Bank Staff in providing wrong information or misselling
of the financial products

Responses from Banking Personnel

13 81 percent of banker respondents acceded to the fact that
sales of financial products is the basis of incentives and/or
award to banking staff

14 42 percent bankers accepted putting more efforts in selling
of products having more incentives

15 85 percent of banker respondents accepted having specific
sales target for them

16 Overall 69 percent respondents said that additional bonus
or incentives are provided to them if they overachieve/
surapss the set targets. This percentage is comparatively
quite high (82 percent) in case of private banks

17 30 percent respondents feel that the pressure of sales target
and incentives play role in suggesting products other than
the ones suitable for their needs

18 Meetings/interaction with customer was found to be the
most used method by banks to deal with complaints
related to mis-selling

*The percentage provided in the table is rounded off to the nearest integral
figure

x
Right to Choice of Consumers of Financial Services
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1
Background and Methodology

Background

Banking is synonymous to having trust. Banking has been a
relationship-based business activity wherein the success in business
is dependent to a large extent on the quality service of customers,
of course, in a cost effective manner. However, in the modern era
with the increased focus on profitmaking and business development
the focus of relationship building or customer satisfaction seems to
have taken a back seat. The focus has shifted to the volume of
sales generated which is becoming the first and foremost indicator
of growth for a business entity or an individual employee.

The employees are mostly not consulted or even informed about
the economy of business as it is felt that they would not be able to
understand and/or contribute to it. Instead, what the frontline
staff is told that the bank can generate more income only by selling
more. In this process, sales targets are set out and conveyed to the
frontline staff. Sales targets have become the basis for financial
incentives, bonus schemes and performance appraisals for the
front line banking personnel.

Controlling and minimising risks has to be one of the cores of the
banking business. Banks need to take action to control these risks
and reform schemes to better align the interests of staff with a
culture focussed on customers and prudent risk-taking. Senior
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management of banks need to take responsibility for managing
risks and be held accountable for their performance.

Providers of financial services have a bouquet of offerings, which
is intended to suit the company, the distributor and the customer.
Little is known about the actual mechanisms and extent of mis-
selling. Competition in financial markets can rapidly drive up the
complexity of financial products and services, and consumers have
limited capability and comprehension to gather information and
process it. The knowledge of consumers in emerging banking is
lacking. Hence, issues of consumer protection in the financial
services in India are more important when compared with
advanced economies that possess higher levels of education.

Who is to be blamed if a financial product does not work because
of certain features in its design? Is it the fault of the bank staff for
selling consumer something that did not suit their needs?Or should
the consumer share the blame for buying a product without
understanding how it works or reading the fine print. Given the
complexity of financial products and the vast choice before
consumers, it is not easy for them to know which product best
suit their needs. What the bank representative feeds has to be
decoded which often consumers are not capable of.

Though there have been some efforts to curb mis-selling in the
financial sector, mainly banking and insurance but the practice of
selling financial products to consumers, which have higher sale
incentive is prevalent at a large scale in India. Mis-selling broadly
means unfair or fraudulent practices in soliciting or selling policies
not sought by a customer and/or, where customers feel the policy
sold is different from what they wanted or were promised

For attaining high profitability, banks encourage employees to
aggressively sell financial products, particularly to novice
customers, irrespective of their requirements. Several mechanisms
are adapted by financial institutions to augment their sales of
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financial products, among them are the target-oriented sales
incentives/commission and outsourced sales team. In the last few
years, banks have been very aggressive and there has been massive
mis-selling of insurance, mutual fund, loans, debit/credit cards,
and many other products.

Introduction

Consumers International (CI) established in 1960 is the world
federation of consumer rights� groups. The goal of CI is to ensure
that consumer rights can never be ignored.With over 240Member
organisations spanning 120 countries, CI serve as the only
independent and authoritative global voice for consumer rights. It
is a registered UK charity.

CUTS International (Consumer Unity & Trust Society) began its
journey from a rural development communication initiative in
Rajasthan, a wall newspaper Gram Gadar (Village Revolution).
From a modest beginning in 1983, CUTS has achieved significant
growth both geographically and in terms of functional areas.
Through its various programmatic centres, CUTS has diversified
in order to move ahead with its inherited agenda: consumer
protection and education, and to create a more responsible society.
CUTS presently works in more than 30 countries with six offices
in India and five overseas. CUTS work at the grassroots as well as
on the policy front through implementation projects, research
studies/consultancy services and evidence based policy advocacy.
Its programmatic areas include Consumer Empowerment, Good
Governance and Sustainable Development, among others. More
Information about the organisation can be seen at: http://
www.cuts-international.org/

Which? is the largest consumer organisation of UK and a founding
member of CI with over 50 years� experience and has consumer
interests at heart. Which? campaigns to protect consumer rights,
review products and offer independent advice on a wealth of
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subjects to make informed decisions and the services and produts
of Which? put consumer needs first to bring consumers better
value.

Right to Choice is a consumer magazine, produced and published
in the Indian market and was established in 2009 by Which?. It
shares the same mission with Which? to provide unbiased, expert
advice and to get a fair deal for all consumers. The Right Choice
Fund is provided by Which? and is awarded to CI Members for
consumer-related campaigning and advocacy work.

About the Project

CUTS in partnership with CI and financial assistance from
Which?, UK implemented a project for better and effective
mechanism to control mis-selling of financial products to
consumers through agent commission offers. Through evidence-
based advocacy, focus was on building momentum for practice
and policy change, so that consumers can make right choices in
their financial planning based on right advices instead of the
prevailing distorted financial advice based on commissions. The
project period was of one year, from April 2014 to March 2015.

Objective
The overall objective of the project was to promote appropriate
eco-system for consumers to make right choices in their financial
planning and discourage incentive inspired mis-selling by front
desk bank /financial agents.

The specific objectives of the project were to:
� sensitise and build network of consumer organisations to take

up issues related to incentive-based mis-selling of financial
products;

� advocacy with policymakers, regulators and service providers
to curb incentive-based mis-selling of financial products; and
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� achieve better eco-system (policy and regulatory) for consumers
to make right choice in their financial planning, not induced by
sale incentives for financial agents.

About the Research Study

The objective of the studywas to collect evidences of sale incentives
for banks/insurance agents and their influence in selling of financial
products to consumers. The information collected under the study
has been documented in the form of present report, the findings
of which would be shared with stakeholders duringNational Level
Dissemination cum Advocacy Meeting to get their feedback.

The research included qualitative and quantitative survey in five
major cities of India viz. Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata and
Jaipur. The survey was intended to cover two sets of respondents,
i.e. Bank officials/personnel, on one hand, and consumers of
banking services and products, on the other. The survey sample
was a total of 100 bankers and 500 financial consumers. However,
the actual number of interviews conducted covered 497 consumers
and 97 banking personnel.

CUTS engaged a professional survey agency named Base Research
andConsultancyGroup (BRCG), for collection of data and its entry.

The sampling done for the studywas random andmainly dependent
on the availability of consumers who have availed at least one
financial product and/or service.

The data processing operation consisted of office editing, coding
of others category � open-ended questions, data entry and editing
inconsistencies found by the computer programmes. The answers
have been codified which were then entered in the data sheet.
After data processing, the analysis was done based on the
processed data.
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2
Key Findings: Consumers

Respondents� Profile

This section will take a look at the profile of consumer
respondents covered in the survey. The respondents have been
categorised on the basis of Gender, Occupational status and
Educational Qualification. This is important as it will reveal the
knowledge level existing with in a particular socio-economic
category of people.

Gender
A total of 497
consumers were
surveyed under the
study. Out of this,
88.5 percent
respondents (440)
were male while 11.5
percent were female.

Occupation
Looking at the occupational profile of consumer respondents, it
may be noted that close to half of them were salaried class. Apart
from this, a good proportion of consumers (26.4 percent) were
self-employed.

Table 1: Gender

Respondents Percent

Female 57 11.5

Male 440 88.5

Total 497 100.0
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Education
Most of respondents
were fairly educated
as 83.1 percent were
either graduate (61
percent) or post
graduate (22.1
percent). There was
only one candidate
who had not
attended any formal
school.

Consumer Responses

Financial Products/Services Availed
Consumers were asked about financial products or services which
they have availed from the bank. With regard to the question,
almost three fourth (73.6 percent) of respondents stated that they
have availed either debit or credit card from the bank. Other major
products/services included insurance (16.7 percent), fixed deposit
(14.3 percent) and loan (12.5 percent).

Table 2: Occupation

Respondents Percent

Salaried 234 47.1

Self Employed 131 26.4

Unemployed 0 0

Student 5 1.0

Housewife 12 2.4

Others 115 23.1

Total 497 100.0

Table 3: Education

Respondents Percent

No Formal School 1 0.2

Completed Primary 3 0.6

10th (High School) 28 5.6

12th (Senior) 52 10.5

Graduate 303 61.0

Post Graduate 110 22.1

Total 497 100.0
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Different Banks Offering Financial Products/Services
From the analysis of the data, it emerged out that ICICI Bank has
the highest share of consumer respondents followed by HDFC
Bank. This probably indicates their wider reach to urban
consumers. Kolkata has the highest share of consumer respondents
availing services from public sector banks. There is very low
proportion of respondent consumers of cooperative banks.

Figure 1: Financial Products/Services Availed

Figure 2: Prominent Banks: Providing
Services to Respondents (88.93%)
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Influence on Choice of Products/Services
This is an important fact to be noted that almost half (46.5 percent)
of products or services chosen by respondents are influenced and
selected on the basis of suggestions by the Bank Staff.

Looking at it from banks aspect, it can be seen that HDFC Bank
(64 percent) followed by ICICI Bank (62 percent) and Axis Bank
(59 percent) are in a better position to influence the choice of
consumers while SBBJ is least influential in affecting consumer�s
choice of products.

Figure 3: Banks� Influence on Selection of Products by Consumers

Table 4: Disclosure of Terms and Rules

Respondents Percent

Yes 363 73.0

No 133 26.8

Total 496 99.8

Disclosure of Terms and Rules
Based on consumer
responses, it was
found that while 73
percent respondents
were of the view that
they were explained
terms and conditions
and applicable rules
for chosen products/services, 26.8 percent felt that they were not
provided with the required information.
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Validation of Information as against Provided by Bank Staff
Further to the disclosure of information, respondents were asked
that whether they
found all the
information in a
similar order on
receiving the product/
policy document. The
significant proportion
of respondents (62
percent) answered in
negative which
indicates that the information provided differs to a large extent
from the actual rules and terms and conditions.

Difference in Terms against Information Provided by Bank Staff
Themajor difference found when the availed the products/services
was related to non-availability of interest followed by the difference
in charges levied.

Table 5: Validation of Information as
against Provided by Bank Staff

Respondents Percent

Yes 189 38.0

No 308 62.0

Total 497 100.0

Figure 4: Nature of Grievances (38.22%)

Change in T&C after Buying Products
Almost half of the consumer respondents (48.1 percent) reported
that terms and conditions were changed after they availed the
financial product although 17.1 percent of consumers were aware
that the same has been changed in accordance with the RBI
guidelines only.
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Suitability of Product to Customer Needs
A majority of respondents (84.7 percent) feet that the product
offered was suitable
to their needs.
However, there is
also considerable
proportion of
respondents (15.3
percent) who feet that
product was not
found suitable for
them.

Consumer Perception behind Product Offers from Bank Staff
A majority of
consumer respondents
(72.2 percent) have
the perception that
suggestions made by
Bank Staff are not in
good faith but based
on the sales incentives
they receive for selling
products.

Figure 5: Changes in T&C after Buying Products (48.1%)

Table 6: Suitability of Product to
CustomerNeeds

Respondents Percent

Yes 421 84.7

No 76 15.3

Total 497 100.0

Table 7: Consumer Perception behind
Product Offers from Bank Staff

Respondents Percent

Yes 359 72.2

No 138 27.8

Total 497 100.0
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Awareness among Consumers about Incentives to Bank Staff
Less than half of
c o n s u m e r s
interviewed (45.7
percent) were aware
that Bank Staff is
provided with the
incentives on sale of
financial products/
services.

Consumer Complaints about Products not Meeting Needs
It was asked that
when the consumer
found that the
financial product/
services received was
not actually as per the
demand or need of
products, whether
they complained or
not. It was found that 45.3 percent respondents accepted making
complaints, although 54.7 percent did not make any such move.

Proportion of People Complaining to Banks
66 percent
respondents said that
they had made
complaints to
respective banks for
products/services not
being in conformity
with their needs/
demands.

Table 8: Awareness among Consumers
about Incentives to Bank Staff

Respondents Percent

Yes 227 45.7

No 2705 4.3

Total 497 100.0

Table 9: Consumer Complaints about
Products notMeeting Needs

Respondents Percent

Yes 225 45.3

No 272 54.7

Total 497 100.0

Table 10: Proportion of People
Complaining to Banks

Respondents Percent

To Bank 328 66.0

Not
Complained 168 34.0
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Awareness on Internal Grievance Redressal System of Banks
and RBI
The awareness of
internal grievance
redressal system of
banks and that of RBI
is also a matter of
concern as more than
half of respondents
interviewed (55.7
percent) were found unaware of such redressal systems.

Providing Commission not allowed to Bank Staff/Agents
Only a little more than
one third of the
respondents (36
percent) are aware of
the fact that providing
commission to the
bank staff/agents is
not allowed as per
RBI.

Perception of Consumers on Incentives-Suggestions Linkages
Consumers are
divided over the
perception on linkages
of incentives with
suggestions from
Bank Staff as almost
half of them feet the
linkage while the
other half do not feet
there is any such linkage.

Table 11: Awareness on Internal Grievance
Redressal System of Banks and RBI

Respondents Percent

Yes 220 44.3

No 277 55.7

Total 497 100.0

Table 12: Providing Commission not
allowed to Bank Staff/Agents

Respondents Percent

Yes 179 36.0

No 318 64.0

Total 497 100.0

Table 13: Perception of Consumers on
Incentives-Suggestions Linkages

Respondents Percent

Yes 253 50.9

No 244 49.1

Total 497 100.0
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Does Incentives Lead Bank Staff for Providing Wrong
Information/Mis-selling?
Almost two third
of the consumer
respondents feet
that the provision
of incentives lead
to Bank Staff
providing wrong
information or
mis-selling of
financial products.

Do Bank Staff Possess Adequate Expertise to Provide Right Kind
of Suggestions?
Most of
respondents (85.7
percent) feet that
the Bank Staff have
the required
k n o w l e d g e ,
training and
expertise to
provide right kind of suggestions on financial products or services
to customers.

Table 14: Does Incentives Lead Bank Staff for
ProvidingWrong Information/Mis-selling?

Respondents Percent

Yes 332 66.8

No 165 33.2

Total 497 100.0

Table 15: Do Bank Staff Possess Adequate
Expertise to Provide Right Kind of Suggestions?

Respondents Percent

Yes 426 85.7

No 71 14.3

Total 497 100.0
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3
Key Findings: Bank Staff

Respondents� Profile

This section will take a look at responses received from banking
personnel about their behaviour and attitude towards selling of
financial products.

Gender
A total of 97 banking personnel were surveyed under the study.
Out of this, only 2.1 percent covered female respondents while
most (97.9 percent) were male.

Team Size of Bank Staff
It was found that the
average team size in
the bank for front line
staff involved in the
sale of financial
products/services is of
four members.
Although it varies
from 3 to a maximum of 50 members� team.

Outsourcing Sale of Financial Products� Function
Overall, it has been found that while a quarter of banks have
outsourced sales function to external agents/agencies, majority

Table 16: Status of Banks in the Survey

Frequency Percent

Private Bank 52 53.6

Public Banks 45 46.4

Total 97 100.0
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(74.2 percent) are doing it on their own. It indicates that sales
function in banks are mostly being taken care of the banking
personnel only.

Table 17: Outsourcing Sale of Financial Products� Function

Whether bank has outsourced the Frequency Percent
function of sale

Yes 25 25.8

No 72 74.2

Total 97 100.0

Figure 6: Banks Selling Financial Products

Consideration of Suitability of Financial Products
It was asked whether the Bank Staff considers the suitability of a
particular product to needs of the consumer. Most of the banking
personnel consider the suitability before suggestions or selling the
product to consumer.
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Features Highlighted during Selling of Products
Most of the bankers responded that they highlight the feature of
interest rate in the product while making suggestions. While high
rate of interest was highlighted for deposit-related products (27.8
percent), and low rate of interest for home loan bankers (14.4
percent).

Figure 7: Features Highlighted During Selling Products

Consideration of Status of Consumers before Offering Products
A high majority of respondent bankers said that they do consider
the status of consumers before offering any financial products/
services.

Table 18: Consideration of Suitability of Financial Products

Frequency Percent

Yes 90 92.8

No 5 5.2

Total 95 97.9
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Points Considered while Advising Consumers
When consumers were asked about what do bankers consider
about their status while advising product to them, it came out
that the most important aspect taken into consideration was the
need of the consumer.

Table 19:Considerationof Status ofConsumers beforeOffering Products

Frequency Percent

Yes 92 94.8

No 5 5.2

Total 97 100.0

Figure 8: Points ConsideredWhile Advising Consumers

Sale of Products Basis of Incentives/Awards to Bank Staff
A majority of banker
respondents (81.4
percent) acceded to
the fact that sales of
financial products is
the basis of incentives
and/or award to bank
staff.

Table 20: Sale of Products Basis of
Incentives/Awards to Bank Staff

Frequency Percent

Yes 79 81.4

No 16 16.5

Total 95 97.9
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Basis of Calculation for Incentives/Awards
37 percent bankers told that the amount of policies/products sold
was the basis of calculation of incentives/awards while 22 percent
said that the number of policies/products was the deciding factor.

Figure 9: Basis of Calculation for Incentives/Awards

Products having More Sales Incentives
As per the bankers� response fixed deposits are the financial
products having highest sales incentives followed by home loan
and credit card.

Figure 10: Products having More Sales Incentives
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Selling of Products with More Incentives
42.3 percent banker respondents accepted putting more efforts
in selling of products with more incentives, although the data
varies widely across the surveyed cities.

Prevalence of Specific Sales Targets
Most of the bankers (84.5 percent) accepted having specific sales
target for them, although 15.5 percent said that there are no specific
targets set out for them.

Data also reiterates wide perception that most of the staff in private
banks (96.2 percent) have set sales targets while in public sector
this proportion is found comparatively less.

Figure 11: Prevalence of Specific Sales Targets

Achievability of Set Targets
A little more than half of the respondents expressed that the targets
set out are easily achievable while almost half were of the counter
view.
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Applicability of Bonus/Incentives in Case of Surpassing Targets
Overall 69.1 percent respondents stated that additional bonus or
incentive is provided to them if they overachieve/surpass the set
targets. This percentage is comparatively quite high in case of
private banks.

Figure 12: Achievability of Set Targets

Figure 13: Applicability of Bonus/Incentives in
Case of Surpassing Target

Revision of Targets
It was found that mostly targets are revised on a half yearly or
quarterly basis, although there is no specific period as they may
get revised at different periodic intervals.
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Pressure on Bank Staff to Achieve Sales Targets
More than three fourth of respondents feet that there is a pressure
on them to achieve sales targets set out by the bank. Almost half
of respondents feel a little bit of pressure for achieving sales targets
while a quarter of them feet that the pressure is too much.

Figure 14: Revision of Targets

Figure 15: Pressure on Bank Staff to Achieve Sales Targets

Role of Pressure to Achieve Sale Targets and Incentives
Almost 30 percent respondents feet stated that the pressure of
sales target and incentives play important role in suggesting
products other than the ones suitable for their needs.
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Expertise to Provide
Suggestions to Customers
Almost all (99 percent)
respondents feel that they
possess the requisite
knowledge, training and
expertise required to
provide right suggestions
to customers.

Receipt of Awards/Incentives by Bank Staff for Surpassing
Targets in the Past
Further to the previous question, 74.2 percent of respondents
accepted getting such awards/incentives in the past. The
proportion was comparative higher (86.5 percent) in comparison

Table 21: Role of Pressure to Achieve Sale Targets and Incentives

Frequency Percent

Yes 29 29.9

No 67 69.1

Total 96 99.0

Figure 16: Receipt of Awards/Incentives by
Bank Staff for Surpassing Targets in the Past

Table 22: Expertise to Provide
Suggestions to Customers

Frequency Percent

Yes 96 99.0

No 1 1.0

Total 97 100.0
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to public sector banks wherein 60 percent respondents accepted
this.

Status of Consumer Complaints Regarding Products Sold
An important finding emerged out during the survey was that
almost half of the banker respondents reported that consumers
made complaints regarding mis-selling of financial products.

The status of consumer complaints against mis-selling was found
to be more in private banks as compared to public sector banks
although the difference is not very large.

Figure 17: Status of Consumer Complaints Regarding Products Sold

Common Consumer Complaints
Most common complaints made by consumers are of uncovered
claims (under policies) and administrative charges levied which
accounts for 12.4 and 11.3 percent respectively. Although more
than half of respondents (54.6 percent) did not replied to this
particular question.
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Table 23: CommonConsumer Complaints

Nature of Complaint Percentage

Alternate Product After 1.0

Uncovered Claim 12.4

Administration Charge 11.3

Surcharge 5.2

Allotment Charge 1.0

According To The Customer 1.0

Through By Internet 1.0

Wrong Celling 1.0

Credit Cards 3.1

Rate Of Interest 1.0

Extra Charge 2.1

Depend 2.1

Lost ATM card 2.1

Late Fee 1.0

NoResponse 54.6

Bank�s Policy to Deal with Consumer Complaints
With reference to the bank policy of handling of such complaints
the response was that it was done throughmeeting with customers
and clearing terms and conditions.
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Bank Offering Alternate Products to Dissatisfied Consumers
Almost 60 percent of bankers acceded the bank offering alternate
products to aggrieved consumers who were victims of misselling.

This way of handling consumer complaints (offering alternate
products) was found more prevalent in private banks (73.1
percent) than in public sector counterparts (44.4 percent).

Figure 18: Bank Offering Alternate
Products to Dissatisfied Consumers

Table 24: Bank�s Policy to Deal with Consumer Complaints

Clear terms and conditions to consumer 15 15.5

Official meeting with consumer 2 2.1

Personally meet the manager and solve the problem 3 3.1

Meeting with customer by senior person 5 5.2

Arrange official meeting with consumer 7 7.2

Solution by mutual decision 5 5.2

Solution by face to face discussion 3 3.1

Meetings with customer (total) 40 41.2

Understand terms and conditions of policy 13 13.4

Offering alternate products 3 3.1
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Figure 19: Repayment to the Dis-satisfied Consumers

Repayment to Dis-satisfied Consumers
42.3 percent banker respondents conceded to the fact that dis-
satisfied consumers who could not be offered/did not accept the
alternate product have been even repaid.

As in the earlier question (regarding offering alternate products),
private banks are ahead from public sector banks in making
repayment to the dissatisfied consumers.
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4
Annexures

Annexure-1 Questionnaire for Consumers Survey

Introduction & Disclaimer
CUTS International conducted a research in five major cities of
India; namely Jaipur, Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata under
the Right Choice Project supported by Consumer International
andWhich? The purpose was to study the impact of financial sale
incentives given to bank staff in consumers� right to choose right
financial products.

General Information

Name of surveyor Date Time of survey:�..

Name of supervisor Date Time of Checking:

Name of Place: City Code:

Name of city/town State Code:.

General Information of Respondent

Name

Age

Gender

Occupation � Salaried Job
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� Self- employed

� Unemployed

� Student

� Housewife

� Others (Specify)

Educational Qualification � No Formal Schooling

� Completed Primary Education

� Completed High School (10th)

� Completed Senior Secondary
School (12th)

� CompletedGraduation

� Completed Post Graduation

Contact details Address (Telephone& Email)

Survey Questions:

1 Which financial product have 1. Loan (Home, Personal,
you bought or financial service Housing, Vehicle, Business,
availed from a bank? Education)
(Tick all applicable) 2. Fixed Deposit

3. Insurance Policy
And please name the bank 4. Investment Policy

5. Gold Coin
6.Mutual Fund
7. Demat Account
8. Credit/Debit Card
9. Public Provident Fund
10. Forex
11. Recurring Deposits
12. Any other (specify)

2 Please name the bank against � Public sector Bank
product/service in column � Private sector Bank

� Cooperative Bank
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Or tell the type of bank � Foreign Bank
�Multi-national Banks
� Any other (Specify)

3 Why you opted for this product? OwnChoice Due to
suggestion
by bank staff

4 What were the key/principal
terms and conditions told to you
at the time of sale of such
product?

5 Were all the terms & conditions Yes No
revealed to you at the time
of offer?

6 Whether all the terms of offer Yes No
were found to be the same,
when you finally received the
product/policy papers?

7 If no, what were the major
differences found?

8 How often were the terms and
conditions changed after the
product was sold to you?

9 Did you find the product Yes No
suitable for you?

10 What is your general opinion Yes No
about the product offered to you?
Was that in good faith or
incentive oriented?

11 Are you aware of the incentives Yes No
given to staff of banks for sale
of such types of products?
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12 Did you ever complained, when Yes No
you realised that the product
sold to you is not according to
your needs and desire?

13 Where did you lodged your Bank Ombudsman Others
complaint? (such as

consumer
forum)

14 Are you aware of internal Yes No
redressal system of banks and
RBI?

15 Do you know that giving Yes No
commission to bank staff and
agents is not allowed?

16 Do you think that the bank staff Yes No
suggests only those financial
service/products, which has
more incentives for them?

17 Do you think incentives given to Yes No
bank staff on sale results in
mis-information/mis-selling of
financial products?

18 Do you think bank staff have Yes No
adequate knowledge, training
and expertise to provide right
advice to customers?

19 Your suggestions to stop practice 1
of mis-selling due to incentives 2
to bank staff 3

4
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Annexure-2: Questionnaire for Bank Staff

Introduction & Disclaimer

CUTS International conducted a research in 5major cities of India;
namely Jaipur, Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata under the
Right Choice Project supported by Consumer International and
Which? The purpose was to study the impact of financial sale
incentives given to bank staff in consumers� right to choose right
financial products.

Name of surveyor Date Time of survey:�..

Name of supervisor Date Time of Checking:

Name of Place: City Code:

Name of city/town State Code:.

General Information of Respondent

Name of Bank Branch

Name of Respondent

Designation

Gender

Age
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Survey Questions

SN Question Response

1 Which financial products are mostly offered by
your bank?

2 What is the strength of team at your branch, Yes
engaged solely for sale of financial products? No

3 Do you know if your bank has outsourced the
function of sale of financial products. If yes, Yes
provide details No

4 Which are the most sold financial products by
you?

5 Do you consider the suitability of financial Yes
product for particular consumer before
sale/suggesting? No

6 What features of the financial product you
highlight, while selling/suggesting the product?

7 How do you judge the status of consumer, Yes
before offering him a particular product? No

8 What points you consider, while advising the
consumer any financial product?

9 Do banks gives you incentive/award based on Yes
the sale of products? No

10 How is the incentive/award calculated?

11 Which financial products have more sale
incentives for staff?

12 Whether you put more efforts to sell those Yes
products, which have more financial
incentives for you (irrespective of the No
requirement of the customer)?

13 Whether banks sets a specific sale target for Yes
you? No
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14 If yes, then whether these targets are easily Yes
achievable? No

15 Is there any bonus/additional incentive in case Yes
the target is surpassed, if yes, explain No

16 What happens, if targets are not achieved?
Is there any disincentive

17 How often are the targets reset/revised?

18 How much pressure do you feel to achieve Not at all
the targets? Little bit

Toomuch

19 Whether the pressure of sale targets and financial Yes
incentives plays some role in suggesting
particular kind of products to consumers, No
irrespective of their suitability?

20 Do you think you have adequate knowledge, Yes
training and expertise to provide right advice to No
customers

21 Whether you received any such award/incentives Yes
in the past? No

22 Whether any consumer made any complaint Yes
regarding any product sold to him for the No
reasons of mis-selling?

23 If yes, which kind of complaints are most
common?

24 What is Bank�s policy to deal with such
complaints?

25 Has your Bank ever offered alternate products Yes
to such dissatisfied consumers, who have No
complained regarding mis-selling?

26 If, no, then whether these dis-satisfied Yes
consumers have ever been repaid? No




